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ABSTRACT
Grid computing is hailed the futuristic computing revolution for business applications and big scale grids are complicated
systems, which contains many thousands of elements that belong to different fields. It is a massive challenging task to plan
the facilities so that quality of service (QoS) can be ensured in these environments. It is a distributed high performance
computing principle, which provides different kinds of resources (such as computing, storage, communication) to resourceoriented user functions. The scheduling of these jobs are performed for the allocation of the Grid resources available with
efficiency to attain improved system throughput and to fulfill the user needs. The problem of task scheduling has emerged
to become complicated with the exponential increase in the Grid systemsize. In the available system, there is no guarantee
ofload balancing and in some scenarios, there is a reduction in the process speed owing to convergence problems.
Therefore, there is a considerable degradation in the overall grid computing performance. In order to get over the above
stated problems, in this research work, Max-Min Heuristic (MMH) and Improved Ant Colony Optimization (IACO)
algorithm is introduced to bring an improvement in the load balancing besides optimally allocating the resources on grid.
The proposed system encompasses important stages referred as system model, load balancing, resource allocation and path
and node-level fault resistance. At first, the number of resources, number of tasks, Virtual Machine (VM) and number of
grid users over the grid computing are taken into consideration. In this research work, load balancing is performed with
the help of MMH algorithm which is helpful inbalancing the entire workload over grid. Load balancing is attained by
reassigning tasks from over-loaded nodes to under-loaded nodes. Next, the resources are allocated with the help of IACO
algorithm and it is utilized for choosing increasingly optimal resources with efficiency. It also highlights on limiting the
cost complexity and improving the VM performance in grid. The fault resistance is achieved with the help of Fit First (FF)
heuristic algorithmthat decreases the failure periods and improves the data transfer time. Grid performance is also
improved through the idle time reduction of the resources and equal distribution of the unmapped tasks among the existing
resources. It can be concluded from the simulation result that the proposed IACO+FF algorithm yields improved
performance in terms of improved accuracy, reduced error rate, cost and time overhead compared to the available
algorithms
Keywords: Grid computing, Max-Min Heuristic (MMH), Improved Ant Colony Optimization (IACO) algorithm, load
balancing, resource allocation, fault tolerance, Fit First (FF) heuristic algorithm
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1. INTRODUCTION
Grid computing is an paradigm, which makes use of computing resources with a geographic distribution. The users
visualize Grid computing as a virtual environment, combining data, and computing resources so that solutions are attained
for different kinds of problems[1]. Consumers can make use of computing resources without any restriction on the location
and operating environment limitations. The evolution of grid computing technology has led to the parallelization of
sequential applications and execution on unused non-homogeneous resources, which organizations world wide possess[2].
Grid computing can be helpful in resolving issues associated with computationally complex applications relevant to
various fields. Grid computing can be beneficial to Ecommerce applications with its rapid decision making capability and
precise prediction. Grid computing allows the researchers to employ the grid resources distributed all over the world to
find solutions to issues associated with the land monitoring, marine, and environmental sciences [3]. With respect to
medical field, grid computing can be advantageous as a decision making tool at remote locations. Experts can take
decisions according to computational operations and evaluation using grid computing resources. In the bio-informatics
domain, there is a rising demand of grid computing every day due to the consequential increase in the distributed
information associated with bio-informatics[4].
The effectiveness of job scheduling has a direct effect on the performance of the entire grid situation. With regard to the
domain of grid computing system, much evaluation and studies has been carried out on job scheduling problem.
Scheduling mechanism concentrates highly on packet scheduling and QoS needs, taking the memory limitations into
consideration, with much focus on executing the jobs and the time of transmission between groups, instead of exceedingly
considering the amount of packets in the grid system. This mechanism helps an active grid environment, and the time
incurred in processing and communication is reduced. The principles of computational capability, load and bandwidth
sensitivity is available in job scheduling that helps the scheduling performance to improve [5]. Scheduling mechanism,
which depends on ant colony algorithm, considers response time to be the primary condition of scheduling process,
however the scheduling mechanism neglects the time necessary for the the job results’ retrieval. Ant colony algorithm is
employed for grid job scheduling computation [6]. This algorithm integrates the ant colony system and max-min ant
system technology. As with scheduling, the algorithm performs the allocation of jobs to appropriate resources based on
resource’s processing potential and job features, and together seeks the shortest path between jobs and grid resources.
Load balancing has an important part to play in the grid computing concerning the usage of grid resources, whose
distribution is global. In Grid computing, the resources are shared among the users to execute the tasks. But, the amount of
resources assigned to a certain user application may be different as time changes. Hence, it can impact the overall
performance achieved with the grid computing systems. When no optimal load balancing strategy is used, there can be
overloading offew resources and some can remain unused for an extended duration of time, leading to system performance
being deteriorated[7]. To balance resources in grid computing, an effective load balancing strategy is hugely important
using which the usage of grid resources can be increased. Consequently, throughput and response time is improved.
Allocation of resourcesforms a significant factor in Grid computing [8]. In the the last couple of years, different systems
have been proposed and they make use of market strategy for resource allocation. But, the performance of these principles
has not been analyzed amply. In this research work, the conditions under which market-based resource assignment using
constant double auctions is examined and using the proportional share protocol, correspondingly, performs better than a
traditional round-robin scheme [9]. It presents a framework for clients, servers and the market, and the simulation results
are demonstrated. Factors that are analyzed are inclusive of the load level in the system, the number of resources, various
levels of resource heterogeneity, and communication latency.
The primary issue with this technical work is the load balancing and resource assignment in grid computing. Many
research works and techniques are presented, however, the load balancing is not achieved effectively. The available
techniques faces setbacks with balanced loads and reduced speed with the process. In order to get over the above stated
challenges, in this technical work, Max-Min Heuristic (MMH) and Improved Ant Colony Optimization (IACO) algorithm
isintroduced with the intent of improving the performance of the overall grid system. The primary contribution made by
this technical work is the system model, load balancing employing MMH algorithm, resource allocation applying IACO
algorithm and Path & node-level fault tolerance method that uses FF algorithm to improve further employing FF heuristic
algorithm. The proposed technique is effective in improving the overall performance employing efficient algorithms in
grid computing environments.
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The remaining sections of the work is structured as given: Section 2 presents a short outline of few literature works on load
balancing, allocation of resource, and fault tolerancetechniques on grid computing. Section 3 explains about the proposed
approach for MMH, IACO+FF. In Section 4, the results of the experiments and performance analysis are discussed.
Section 5 provides the conclusion of the research work.
2. RELATED WORK
In [10], Shah et al (2014) explained that that there is a massive effect of grid computing in the scientific research domain
and also the application world setting. The primary features include the online availability of robustness and simple
scalable functionalities. The development of distributed computing along with the different of grids’virtualization forms
the core towards knowing about its application. The utility management framework includes different forms of several
virtualization in grid resulting to operations available in web services core/hosting, work load and information. The
virtualization layers are explained in brief in this section. The degrees of virtualization can be discussed in detail thanks to
the needs of the end-user realm that knows no bounds.
In [11], Ren et al (2019) suggested an agent-based technique with the intent of balancing the robustness of a system during
the reconstruction stage, taking load balancing in the form of a condition. A modified restoration mechanism, which
depends on reinforcement learning, referred as, the Wolf Pack Algorithm (WPA), is utilized under the multi-agent model
and communication infrastructure. At first, taking the conditions of the grid network and the dynamic load of the system
into consideration, various kinds of agents are specified and then its abstraction is done for physical component
replication. Moreover, in combination with the WPA, the Multi-Agent System (MAS) is later used for optimizing the
system robustness when also keeping the load balancing trade-off in mind. The feasibility of the technique is verified with
the help of two cases, which depends on a sophisticated radial power network based on Java. Finally, the sensitivity,
efficiency and scalability of the technique are validated.
In [12], Li et al (2009) studied about the problem of load balancing by introducing a hybrid mechanism for the load
balancing of consecutive tasks performed under grid computing setting. The primary goal is to devise task allocations
capable of reduced execution time, improved node usage and a well-optimized load across each of the nodes present in a
grid. A first-come-first-served and an accurately developed genetic algorithm are chosen to represent both classes to
function in conjunction so that the objective can be achieved. It is proven from the results of simulation that a superior load
balancing performance can be achieved with the algorithm in comparison with its ‘pure’ equivalents.
In [13], Kfatheen et al (2015) presented an innovative scheduling algorithm referred as MiM-MaM, which depends on the
popular task scheduling algorithms, which are Min-Min and Max-Min. In the current algorithm, the mitigation of the
setbacks were achieved through the hybrid application of two algorithms. It is confirmed from the results of the
experiments that the algorithm helps in the Makespan improvement. Accurate and resourceful scheduling algorithms are
required to make the optimal usage of the strength of huge distributed systems. In order to decrease overall completion
time and optimize the load balancing, several algorithms were brought into use.
In [14], Shu et al (2007) addressed the issue of optimal allocation of grid resources to increase the robustness of grid
service. Grid computing system and the traditional distributed computing systems are different in the way that large-scale
resource sharing is focused along with an independent framework for services. In accordance with the allocation of
resources in grid computing, an optimization model and a Quantum Chromosomes Genetic Algorithm (QCGA) are
developed so that it can be derived efficiently. The simulation results reveal the modeling process and effectiveness of the
QCGA.
In [15], Resources in grid systems exhibit heterogeneity, and are geographically distributed, fall underdiverse management
domains and use unique management rules. The job scheduling strategies contribute towards the identification, selection
and allocation of the most appropriate resources for a particular set of jobs. This research work introduces a smart
metaheuristics technique that depends on firefly algorithm, to schedule the jobs on grid computing environments. The
technique helps in the dynamiccreation of an optimum schedule so that the jobs can be finished well within the least
makespan. It is proven from the results of simulation that the technique outperformed other scheduling techniques.
In [16], Bukhari et al (2019) recommended a fault tolerance algorithm, which depends on ant colony system, which takes
load balancing on the basis of resource fitness with resubmission and checkpoint approach into consideration, so that the
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fault resilience potential in grid computing is improved. It is shown from the results of Experiments that the fault tolerance
algorithm offers optimized execution time, throughput, makespan, delay, load balancing and success rate.
In [17], Feoktistov et al (2019) aimed to improve fault-tolerance while resolving big-scale scientific and applied problems,
which are realized via modular programming in heterogeneous distributed computing scenarios. A computational process
is described using an abstract program (problem-solving approach), which is associated with a workflow. The problemsolving approach defines the modules (applied software) and their associations with one another. This research work
makes use of a novel multi-agent algorithm for the re-allocation of Grid-resources in case there is a failure in the
computational step. The algorithm executes by defining a residual problem-solving approach that uses the methods
belonging to the abstract program specialization and re-assignment of its modules among the agents representing the
computational resources. Compared to the popular algorithms developed for the same objective, the algorithm realizes an
adaptive multi-environment to find a solution to this problem and hence a level of computational process fault-tolerance is
improved. The feasibility of the algorithm is demonstrated through Elaborate modeling and real tests.

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In this research work, load balancing is performed with the help of Max-Min Heuristic (MMH) algorithm and resource
allocation is achieved withImproved Ant Colony Optimization (IACO) algorithm that highlights on considerable
improvement in the performance of grid computing system. The proposed work includes the creation of system model, load
balancing, optimal resource allocation and fault tolerance system.
3.1 System model
In this research work, the number of resources, count of tasks and total of grid users operating over the grid computing
system is considered. A grid system is developed with the intent of finishing a set of programs/applications, such that
particular tasks are completed. Execution of those programs requires the usage of few resources in the grid. The basic
metrics that a problem involving resource allocation in the grid scenario is composed of are: the task submitted to grid
users, grid resources, and the mechanism of resource allocation.Grid resource allocation helps assigning the suitable grid
task resources on the context that the requirements of the user are met, such that the time for which the task executes is
minimal. The grid resources are shared between the usersby giving the tasks to the grid system, and next the grid resource
allocation process performs the re-allocation of these tasks to the suitable resources according to any method, and therefore
an effective allocation algorithm can make the best use of the processing potential of the grid system such that the
throughput of the entire grid system is increased.
Grid operators are responsible for administering the grid services, which involves the monitoring and reacting to the
extensive array of power system events whenever they happen. At distribution system level, grid operators generally make
use of a shared communication architecture endowed a particular level of QoS provisioned with the help of communication
network operators through service level agreements for information exchange. It involves a periodic task fully named by a
pair ( where refers to the execution time, Virtual Machine (VM) and indicates the s request period [18]. The request
for is regular with the consistent interval between each two sequential requests, andfirst request of arrives at time 0.
The worst case execution time for each one of the (infinite) requests of is fixed and equivalent to . With n different
periodic tasks given and a set of similar processors, the scheduling problem includes getting an order in which the
execution of all the regular requests of the tasks have to be done on the processors so the the scheduling criterion given
next is met:integrity is maintained, which is, tasks and processors take a serial order: every task is run by one processor at
the least at certain point of time and multiple tasks do not get executed by none of the processors at a time;deadlines are
satisfied, such as, every request of any task should be fully run prior to the next request of the same task, that is, once
period ends;the number m of processors is reduced. Fig 1 illustrates the overall systematic diagram of the proposed system
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Fig 1 Overall systematic block diagram of the proposed approach
3.2 Efficient load balancing employing Max-Min Heuristic (MMH) algorithm
In this research work, load balancing is carried out efficiently employing Max-Min Heuristic (MMH) algorithm. Load
balancing includes the distribution of tasks among the resources available to make sure that the resources are not
underutilized or over-utilized. In grid computing load balancing, resources are primarily data centers, physical machines,
VM or any application software [19].
3.3 Necessity for load balancing in grid computing
In grid computing, tasks and other functions of the VM are known as loads. These loads are classified into three groups
which include;
• Under-loaded
• Over-loaded
• Balanced
Load balancing algorithms have the responsibility of making the best efforts of balancing the entire workloads in the grid
computing setting[6]. This is attained by reassigning the tasks from over-loaded nodes to under-loaded nodes thereby
increasing the throughput of the system.
A load refers to the number of jobs present in the waiting queue and can be small, medium and hard as per their work.
Load balancing indicates a process that improves the performance achieved with gridcomputational system such that each
one of the computing nodes present in the grid have an even usage to the maximum extent possible and an increase in the
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throughput is achieved, and the execution times are reduced.In the case of dynamic load balancing the scheduling
decisions are taken once the job are scheduled so that it can be processed further.Load balancing is identified as a way of
rendering efficient service performance for users when increasing the availability and usage of the entire grid system.
The computation of the recent load will be done for the complete resources that are shared in VM present in grid servers.
When the load index is calculated for each one of the resources, load balancing function will begun so that use the
resources are used efficiently in a dynamic manner with the resources allocated to the respective node to minimize the
load. Therefore, the allocation of resources to the right nodes forms an optimum distribution problem such that Max-Min
heuristic algorithm is presented. A scheduling is developed by focusing on load balancing in nodes and it highlights on
optimizing the scheduling queue. The load balancing of grid data centers can be achieved by selecting the optimal physical
host effectively during the process of task deployment.
In the grid computing setting, the grid resource scheduling controller, by varying the load of real-time monitor server’s
nodes, the resources are allocated to the respective node in a dynamic manner to satisfy few requirements, like optimum
usage of resources, remarkable performance and rapid response. Fig 2 shows the topology of the server group nodes
present in the grid resources scheduling.

Fig 2 Simple grid system
The topology can be defined as an undirected graph, G indicating the set of nodes, E stands for the set of connections
present between these nodes. Cirefers to the cluster control server node. specifies the node controller, which is an
independent physical machine. Every Ci node is charged with the management of m node controller , and VMs can be
run on on each and Viis used for VMrepresentation, and hence Vi stands for the node that will be referred in this work.
In the grid service setting, application, database management system and other software are implemented in different Vi
nodes for execution.
Considering a grid computing system, once the user submits a request, the grid controller gets it and later it will assign the
request to the server cluster’s queue. Multiple cluster controllers are present within the grid controller, and cluster
controllers perform the monitoring of the execution load parameters of each virtual resource pool of this cluster in realtime, which includes CPU and memory hold rate, the network bandwidth and process hold rate etc,.Hence, this makes for
a multi-objective problem seeking the optimum solution. After monitoring the multi-objective parameter, the the best
value of every Vi node will be calculated by the cluster controller, and the same for the entire cluster, Max-Min heuristic
algorithm is used for getting the optimal solution [20].
The proposed technique initiates a method to achieve an optimal load balancing in the grid system for the nodes’
scheduling. Max-Min heuristic algorithm starts with a set constituting unmapped tasks. The scheduling process is chosen
for the group of nodes having the minimal level of load. Subsequently, the algorithm takes up the tasks having the largest
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(maximum) make span and assigns it to the available next VM. Once the allocation of task has been done to the optimal
machine, it is pulled off from the set G of tasks. The whole process goes through iteration till all the tasks have been gotten
out. It is guaranteed by mapping a task having a highest execution time to the best capacity machine that the task
execution can be done in parallel with brief time of execution. Max-Min task scheduling algorithm is effective in the make
span improvement. Meanwhile, an optimized make span makes sure that a better balanced load is available across each
one of the machines present in the grid computing setting.
The nodes having the minimal load are chosen to work on the additional process using the grid network. Every node has
characteristics that the scheduling process defines. The grid system serves the set of nodes according to the request made
by the users to the server. On the arrival of the the request, the server gets the node, which is idle and then its service is
provided to the user. This process mapping is done based on the nodes and as per their processing time, there is a
scheduling list created.
Selection of Node having Minimal Load: The MMH algorithm is the inspiration behind the processes used to choose the
node having the minimal load. The distance between the nodes is calculated in the scheduling queues. Prior to the
computation, the node having minimal load values is found. The node having the minimal load is taken into the queue to
compute the least different nodes.
The distance values of the node are computed on the basis of the Cartesian distance, expressed by:
(1)
The distance is referred by the equation Dist and the indicates the chosen node and stands for the comparing
node. After the computation of all the distance values between the node values, the nodes are re-sorted based on the node
that is least different to the pivot node. The topmost queue in the schedule list is regarded as the most relevant scheduling
queue. At last, based on grid load balancing, service resource will be designated to the best of the server nodes. It aids in
making smart decisions on whether any task has to be designated to a low-capacity virtual machine or instead of waiting
for a high capacity machine to run. MMH also can help in scheduling all the tasks in the waiting mode with improved
efficiency.
Employing these heuristic algorithms for allocating the tasks to resources primarily guarantees that all the tasks are
run with high speed, thereby reducing the overall make span of the virtual machine that is being used. The chief objective
of max-min algorithm is to decrease the waiting time for bigger tasks and allocate them to virtual machines' with high
capacity. Once all the big tasks have been allocated to their corresponding devices, the small tasks are designated to either
inactive or underutilized machines. Thus, it is guaranteed that all the machines are utilized in a balanced manner, limiting
the possibilities of machines getting either overloaded with tasks or being underused.
3.5 Algorithm 1: MMH algorithm for load balancing
1. Start
2. For all the tasks in the set G; Ti
3. For all the resources ; Rj
4. Cij=Eij+rj
5. While the tasks set G has tasks
6. Select a task Tk with the highest completion time.
7. Find the distance between nodes using (1)
8. sort the resources in the order of completion time
9. Allocate that task to a resource (Rj), which will give the minimum execution time
10. Empty the task Tk from set U.
11. Repeat steps 1 to 7 until the set U is empty
12. Equalize the loads in grid
13. End
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As seen in the pseudocodeabove, rjindicates the resource Rjavailable for the taskexecution. Cijspecifies the anticipated
completion time and Eijstands for the execution time [21]. The VM and the CPU usage are increased. This way, the MMH
algorithm yields balanced loads to the grid system with care and in addition, it renders highly balanced load across all the
machines present in the grid computing effectively.
3.6 Improved Ant Colony Optimization (IACO) algorithm for optimal resource allocation
In this research article, the allocation of optimal resources is achieved through IACO algorithm. It highlights on
choosing the optimal resources applying the best fitness function values. Using IACO algorithm, stage representation is
used for every ant, where every depicts states denoted with connected graph
A full and practical multiobjective resource allocation solution is derived once the shortest path is established in . Ants make their movement so
that optimal trails can be found to reachall VMs using a probabilistic function. Optimal elaboration will be carried out by
every ant in its present state for the rest of the paths. The path and stage constitute the two actions with respect to the
foraging behavior. A small change is made on the initial population for the ACO
Generating a good initial population is found to be a potential benefit for optimization while resolving dynamic
problems. It helps the finite initial state space to develop fresh metaheuristics [6]. Ants build a probability parameter for
iteration using all the provided VMs. Starting from a random VM; an ant selects consecutive VM with respect to
pheromone and heuristic information. Every movement can be given as
of VMs where
represent stage and state correspondingly.
represents the pheromone information and
signifies the heuristic
information
(2)
Equation 7 represents the Heuristic value, where
indicates the length between
and
. The heuristic
function
will be utilized as the probability parameter of the algorithms, which iterates at a range
. Ants
utilize the parameter to choose vmi to vmj from the set of VMs that have not been traversed earlier. All the outputs
attained will move more nearer to 1 to achieve convergence. The convergence of the entire system depends on probability
distribution
over G as seen from expression(3)
(3)
The overall aim in this is the optimization of
ants’ paths for traversing while taking decisions

and

. σ indicates the relative influence constant to decide the

When cloud users make request for job(s), the spanning tree terminates all the repetitive paths accountable for creating
loops, which in turn can lead to convergence delay, making sure that there is just one logical path existing between all the
destinations in the cloud. In case the request of the usersis deliberately stopped from coming in or getting out of a path,
that path will be regarded to be blocked path. That won’t have the artificial ants by IACO to decide the topology [22]. In
order to achieve redundancy, the existence of physical paths will be allowed. However, these paths will be disabled to
prevent the transition loops from being created. In case, it becomes necessary that the path has to be indemnified for a path
failure, IACO will permit the repetitive path to get into active state by recomputing the topology and the required path is
made active.
Designated - a VM path will be taken to be designated when it is capable of ingressor egress out the tasks requests to
the remaining VMs
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Non-designated- a VM path is regarded to be non-designated when there is no permission for tasks request but the
movement of artificial ants is permitted to decide the best path
Root- a VM path will be regarded a root path when it has a direct connection with the root bridge. Root-bridge in this
refers to the VM acting as the focal point to decide the best paths to get to the other VMs
Blocked – a path or edge will be called blocked when due to security or access control reasons, a path is blocked
forever so that all traversals are stopped. A blocked path will stay in that state except when the administrator activates it
Edge – a path will be used as edge path when it is capable of accepting and getting out out user task requests
The 5 path specification will be utilized for controlling the actions by the Data center Broker to derive negotiations
between VMs in the cloud environment. It will also help to make sure of the QoS through VM path specification in
making the policies while allocating the VMs to users. This is accountable when scheduling the resources having no
identical computation performance and resource complexity[23]. The whole scheduling in this is anticipated to take up
different number of tasks, average machine instruction (processing capacity of every resource in millions instructions per
second) of tasks, deviation ratio of machine instruction granularity size, and processing overhead for all the tasks. This
module will also perform Path allocation based on VM path states
3.7 Algorithm 2: IACO algorithm for optimal resource allocation
1. Begin
2. Objective function ( ),

= ( 1,...,) take lower makespan time and higher throughput as objective function

3. Decide root task
4. Find all the distance from root path
5. Switch path
6. {
7. Root path forward and receive
8. Non Designated path send the data
9. Designated path receive the data
10. Block the path if not send and receive
11. Compute the fitness of each individual
12. Calculate

using (2)

13. Compute
14. Compute new topology for all tasks available
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15. Initialize an index to 1 and resource Id to 1
16. Get new heuristic value
17.
18.

eat the above steps until

for all received tasks

19. Compute convergence and execution time (3) and (4)
20.
21. End for
22. Update the optimal task
23. End

In this research work, IACO algorithm is presented to get a solution for the problem of task scheduling in grid
computing setting to improve the time of completion of task executed on the VMs, and concurrently reduce the overall cost
incurred with resource usage and increase resourceutilization. Fig 4 illustrates the resource allocation employing IACO
algorithm
The algorithm decides the traversal of ant task based on path specification. Parameter selected for the creation of
topology relies on the VMs, probability distribution, pheromone information and heuristic information to decide the
designation of paths. All the paths will be decided from the root position in getting to all VMs. The first VM tends to
become the root automatically, whereas the second VM constitutes the backup and it moves to active state when there is a
failure in the root path. Pheromone and heuristic information deciding the ant movement specifies the paths from the root
path making sure that one and only one
transverses for the
. Once the path states are correctly defined, transition
loops will be prevented and the system will take minimal time for convergence. In fact, efficient tasks scheduling will be
attained through the optimization of computation/communication ratio, thus increasing the scalability of the system. As
the number of cloud users increase, scalable systems including IACO will deal with a rising number of task requests
improving its robustness to handle that increase.
Makespan time calculation:
(4)
The makespan time provides the coverage for the task execution time length required for increasing the convergence
rate. Convergence criterion can be expressed as per the solution history depending on minimization given as
(5)
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The algorithm convergence criterion depends on the probability distribution. The probability distribution is a function
that ranges between [0,1]. It is the time taken for transversing from VM1 to VMm where the overall heuristic function
iterates if less than 1 and stops at an absolute value of unity
In this condition, IACO algorithm is helpful for the generation of optimal solutions by balancing the time and cost
complexity parameters. In the IACO algorithm, the best paths are selected and the best ants choose the optimal ants.
Therefore, IACO algorithm highlights on choosing the assignment of optimal resources using multi objective function.
Due to this, the cost is reduced and the VM performance is improved along with the grid performance.
3.8 Path and node-level fault tolerance method for better improvement using Fit First (FF) Heuristic algorithm
In this research work, path and node level fault resistance is achieved with the help of FF heuristic algorithm
which is helpful to decrease the failure rate and improve the response timespeed. An effective fault tolerant scheduling
algorithm depends on data transfer time and failure rate [24]. The improvement in system performance is also attained by
decreasing the inactive time of the resources and transferring the unmapped tasks optimally among the resources available.
The supposition is that the processors exist in a distributed system and are linked by a sort of communication
subsystem. The failure features of the hardware include:
(1) The failure in Processors happen in a fail-stop way, implying that a processor is either functional(i.e., nonerroneous) or stops to function;
(2) All thenon-erroneous processors can interact with one another;
(3) Hardware renders fault isolation in the view that a defective processor cannot behave wrongly in a normal
processor; otherwise said, there is no relation between processorsand failures;
(4) The failure of a processor is identified by the rest of the normal processors once the failure occurs, however
within the time period with respect to the nearest task completion time of a task that is scheduled on .
This algorithm highlights on proactive fault tolerant strategy where the failure aspect for the grid is considered
prior to the job being scheduled and is delivered anticipating that the job succeeds execution. The parameter determining
this is the Failure Rate FR (
for all belongs to n, which is computed using the expression
(16)
Where refers to the number of tasks that were not successful in being executed earlier in resource and
indicates the number of tasks entered to be run earlier in resource .
The range of failure rate is between 0 and 1. However, it is impossible to get an appropriate resource yielding
reduced failure rate and improved capacity for all the tasks. Therefore, a difference in the fitness value and a failure rate
fitness value are computed, using whichthe overall fitness value can be computed as
(17)
Failure rate fitness value is computed with the expression
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(18)
where
refers to the minimum of failure rates of each of the resources and
difference of task in resource

indicates the minimum

Depending on the overall fitness value, the resource are assigned with jobs. A fault-resistive system is one, which
goes on carrying out its intended service with of hardware and/or software errors being present. During the fault-tolerant
systems design, techniques has to be developed to guarantee the accuracy of the supposed service even while faults are
present. Owing to the real-time characteristic of several fault-tolerant systems, it is important that the fault-tolerance
techniques implemented in these systems do not enforce on the trade-off between the timing limitations of the systems used
in real-time.
In real-time applications, fault resistance is generally achieved through physical and/or temporal redundancy.
Physical redundancy, asduplicated hardware and software entities is utilized for offering resilience against both permanent
and temporary system failures. A fault that happened in real time distributed system can lead to a failuresystem in case its
detection is not done and restored at the right time. These systems need to operate with high availability even when
hardware and software outages happen. Fault-resistance is the primary approach utilized for maintaining thereliability in
these applications. Hardware and software redundancy are popular and efficient approaches[25]. Hardware fault-resistance
is attained using additional hardware such as processors, communication links, resource (memory, I/O device) while in the
case of software fault tolerance, tasks, messages get included in the system to tackle with the outages.
In the FF algorithm, it is attempted to allocate the tasks to processors sequentially in any order. A task gets
assigned to the first processor over which its scheduling can be possible.It is a partitioning algorithm, where the tasks get
first designated to processors that follow the priority order and later all the tasks designated to the same processor get
scheduled using the algorithm.Let
the algorithm functions as below. For
the generic
task is designated to the first processor such that the scheduling of i and the other tasks designated much before to
can be done on . In case there is no such processor, the task is designated to another processor. Fig 3 illustrates the
example of fault tolerance in smart grid
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Fig 3 Example of fault-tolerant smart grid
In the FF algorithm, primary and backup replicas of various tasks can be designated to the same processor. In fact, to be
resistive to a processor failure, the primary and the backup replicas of the same task must not get designated to the same
processor. The algorithm introduced can be considered to be the FF algorithm used for a task set, which includes both
primary and backup replicas. Both primary and backupTask replicas, are sorted in an order in terms of ascending periods,
such that, the priority of a copy is equivalent to the inverse of its period. A tie between a primary copy and its backup
copy
is busted by making to have high priority.Therefore, the indexing of the tasks are performed using descending
RM priorities, and are designated to the processors adhering to the order:
(19)
The title of the paper is centered 17.8 mm (0.67") below the top of the page in 24 point font. Right below the title
(separated by single line spacing) are the names of the authors. The font size for the authors is 11pt. Author affiliations
shall be in 9 pt.

4. SIMULATION RESULT
The efficacy of grid resource allocation and load balancing algorithm relying on optimized target decision is validated with
a comparative analysis. At first, resource allocation decision planning model is defined for a particular resource need. In
comparison with the efficiency and accuracy of resource allocation control in the resource allocation management
technique, to make sure of the accuracy of the experiment prior to the experiment detection, the experiment detection
parameters are first selected and decided[26], and the particular parameter information is tabulated in the table 1 below
Table 1 Experimental Test Parameters

In this technical work, the performance comparison between the proposed IACO+FF algorithm and the existing PSO–
GELS, Multi-Task Target Decision (MTTD) and APSO+FF techniques are carried out in terms of accuracy[27-33], time
complexity, cost complexity and error rate metrics. Table 2 illustrates the comparison metrics of the available and
proposed system
Table 2 Comparison metrics of existing and proposed system
Methods/Metrics

PSO–

MTTD

APSO+FF

IACO+FF

GELS
Accuracy (%)

87.04

91.03

93.08

94.42

Error rate (%)

23.76

20.47

16.13

12.42
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Time complexity (sec)

45

38

29

23

Cost complexity (GB)

0.13

0.1

0.08

0.059

4.1 Accuracy
Accuracy constitutes a highly intuitive performance metric and it is just a proportion between the rightly predicted
observation and the overall observations.
(20)

Fig 4 Accuracy comparison
The above Fig 4 illustrates that the comparison analysis between the contemporary and proposed techniques in terms of
accuracy metric. The techniques are plotted along the x-axis and the accuracy value is plotted along the y-axis. The
existing techniques including PSO–GELS, MTTD and APSO+FF algorithms yield reduced accuracy while proposed
IACO+FF algorithm achieves improved accuracy. In this proposed technical work, optimal resources are determined with
the help of APSO+FF algorithm using the best fitness function values. The loads are efficiently balanced and therefore the
tasks are carried out in an optimal manner in grid computing. With the fault tolerance system, the efficiency is improved
and therefore the overall grid computing performance is improved.Hence, it can be concluded from the result that the
proposed IACO+FF algorithm boosts the accuracy achieved with resource allocation in grid computing.
4.2 Error rate
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Fig 5 Error rate comparison
The above Fig 5 graphically demonstrates the comparison analysis between the existing and proposed techniques in terms
of error rate metric. The techniques are plotted along the x-axisand the error rate value is plotted along the y-axis. The
error rate of the existing techniques including PSO–GELS, MTTD and APSO+FF algorithms is high while in the proposed
IACO+FF algorithm, it is less.MMH algorithm effectivelyyields balanced loads to the grid system and it also renders
highly balanced loads across all the machines present in the grid computing system. In this proposed technical work, the
choice of optimal resources are performed with the help of APSO algorithm through the best fitness function values. The
fault tolerance system minimizes the failure rates and thereby the overall grid computing performance is increased.It can
be concluded from the result that the proposed IACO+FF algorithm helps boost the accuracy of resource assignment in
grid computing environment.
4.3 Time complexity
The system offers better performance if the execution of the proposed algorithm incursminimal time.

Fig 6 Time complexity
The above Fig 6 demonstrates the comparison analysis between the available and proposed techniques in terms of time
complexity metric. The techniques are plotted along the x-axisand the time complexity value is taken along the y-axis. The
time complexity of existing techniques like PSO–GELS, MTTDand APSO+FF algorithms is high while that of the
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proposed IACO+FF algorithm is quite minimal. It is ensured by the MMHthat the execution of all the tasks happen quick,
thereby reducing the overall make span of the virtual machine being used. The primary aim of max-min algorithm is to
limit the waiting time for bigger tasks and designate them to virtual machines with high capacity. In this proposed
technical work, optimal resources are determined applying IACO algorithm utilizing the best fitness function values. With
the fault tolerance system, the failure rates are reduced and the response time speed is increased, and this way, the overall
grid computing performance achieves improvement.It can be concluded from the result that the proposed IACO+FF
algorithm helps boost the accuracy of resource allocation in grid computing environment.
4.4 Cost complexity

Fig 7 cost complexity
The above Fig 7 depicts the comparison analysis between the available and proposed techniques in terms of cost
complexity metric. The techniques are plotted along the x-axis and the cost complexity value is taken along the y-axis. The
cost complexity of the existing techniques includingPSO–GELS, MTTD and APSO+FF algorithms is high, while that of
the proposed IACO+FF algorithm, is quite minimal.Load balancing improves the performance of computational grid
system such that the usage of all the computing nodes present in the grid is balanced to the maximum extent possible.In
this proposed technical work, optimal resources are determined applying IACO algorithm utilizing the best fitness function
values. With the fault tolerance system, the failure rates are reduced and the response time speed is increased, and this
way, the overall grid computing performance achieves improvement.It can be concluded from the result that the proposed
IACO+FF algorithm helps boost the accuracy of resource allocation in grid computing environment.

5. CONCLUSION
The fast progress achieved in wide area networks and inexpensive, efficient computational resources have made grid
computing to become very popular. In this research work, Improved Ant Colony Optimization (IACO) algorithm and Fit
First (FF) heuristic algorithm ispresented to achieve theperformance improvement of the overall grid system. At first, the
system model is built with the numbers of resources, users, tasks and servers used in the grid computing environment.
Later, the load balancing is attained using MMH algorithm, which concentrates on optimizing the full workloads in the
grid computing system. The allocation of resources is performed with the help of IACO algorithm and it yields optimum
solutions by balancing the time and cost complexity. Path and node-level fault tolerance technique is improved better with
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the help of FF heuristic algorithm that considerably decreases the failure rates and error rates. The proposed technique is
helpful in improving the overall performance with the application of efficient algorithms in grid computing. It is proven
from the results that the proposed IACO+FF algorithm yields improved performance in terms of improved accuracy,
reduced error rate, cost complexity and time complexity compared to the available APSO+FF, PSO–GELS and MTTD
algorithms. As the futuristic effect, performance analysis parameters like the number of task migrations between VMs
employing effective algorithms can be designed for the grid computing.
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